Epidemics of chikungunya, Zika, and COVID-19 reveal bias in case-based mapping
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Explosive epidemics of chikungunya, Zika, and COVID-19 have recently occurred worldwide, all of which featured large proportions of subclinical infections. Spatial studies of infectious disease epidemics typically use symptomatic infections (cases) to estimate incidence rates (cases/total population), often misinterpreting them as infection risks (infections/total population) or disease risks (cases/infected population). We examined these three measures in a pediatric cohort (N≈3,000) over two chikungunya epidemics and one Zika epidemic and in a household cohort (N=1,793) over one COVID-19 epidemic in Nicaragua. Across different analyses and all epidemics, case incidence rates considerably underestimated both risk-based measures. Spatial infection risk differed from spatial disease risk, and typical case-only approaches precluded a full understanding of the spatial seroprevalence patterns. For epidemics of pathogens that cause many subclinical infections, relying on case-only datasets and misinterpreting incidence rates, as is common, results in substantial bias, a general finding applicable to many pathogens of high human concern.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, successive epidemics of chikungunya virus (CHIKV),\(^1\) Zika virus (ZIKV),\(^1\) and severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)\(^2\) caused millions of symptomatic infections (cases) and subclinical (clinically inapparent) infections across the Americas. Chikungunya manifests with high fever and arthralgia, which can persist for months or years.\(^1\) Zika typically presents non-specifically during childhood and as a mild, dengue-like illness during adolescence and adulthood,\(^3\) although ZIKV infection may infrequently trigger Guillain-Barré Syndrome.\(^1\) ZIKV infection during pregnancy can cause neurodevelopmental complications, including microcephaly, in infants.\(^1\) While coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) mostly presents as a mild illness, severe cases can experience respiratory distress, multiorgan failure, and death.\(^2\)

CHIKV and ZIKV are vectored by Aedes mosquitoes,\(^1\) whereas respiratory droplets primarily spread SARS-CoV-2.\(^2\) A large proportion of infections caused by ZIKV, the Asian lineage of CHIKV, and SARS-CoV-2 are subclinical, yet they contribute substantially to transmission.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\) Standard spatial studies of these viruses\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^11\) and other pathogens nevertheless focus exclusively on cases, neglecting subclinical infections and thereby precluding a full understanding of the spatial contours of immunity. Further, such studies are unable to distinguish between uninfected persons and those with subclinical infections, as only cases are evaluated. These studies often characterize epidemics with the case-only incidence rate (cases/total population), also called the incidence proportion.

Other measures besides the incidence rate need to be examined to assess the full extent of an epidemic with respect to infection and disease. In epidemiological terms, risk is the probability of a susceptible individual experiencing an outcome. For an immunologically naïve population, all persons are at risk for an initial infection, and only infected individuals are at risk for experiencing illness, as uninfected persons cannot experience a given infectious disease. Consequently, measuring infection status is necessary to estimate infection risk (infections/total population) and disease risk (cases/infected population) for pathogens that
cause substantial subclinical infections. For a naïve population that experiences an epidemic, infection risk is equivalent to seroprevalence. The incidence rate is commonly misinterpreted in spatial health research as the risk of infection\textsuperscript{7-9} or disease.\textsuperscript{10,11} Below, we provide three forms of the same relationship between these three measures:

Epidemiological: \[ \text{Infection risk} \times \text{Disease risk} = \text{Incidence rate} \] (Eq. 1)

Algebraic: \[ \frac{\text{Infections}}{\text{Total population}} \times \frac{\text{Cases}}{\text{Infections}} = \frac{\text{Cases}}{\text{Total population}} \]

Statistical: \[ \text{P(Infection)} \times \text{P(Disease | Infection)} = \text{P(Disease and Infection)} \]

A recent comprehensive review of spatial research on COVID-19 epidemics highlighted the lack of fine-scaled spatial data and preponderance of ecological study designs,\textsuperscript{12} which aggregate data at arbitrary spatial districts and thereby induce bias.\textsuperscript{13} The under-representation of study populations outside of China, Brazil, and the US was also identified as a critical research gap. Many of these issues also apply to spatial research on epidemics of chikungunya and Zika. Our study site in Managua, Nicaragua (Fig. S1), recently experienced epidemics of chikungunya, Zika, and COVID-19, giving us the unique opportunity to spatially assess infection and disease outcomes among immunologically naïve participants who subsequently lived through four epidemics of three distinct viruses. A joint analysis was undertaken to identify commonalities that generalize across epidemics of different viruses and routes of transmission.

We assessed children 2-14 years old in the Nicaraguan Pediatric Dengue Cohort Study (PDCS) who experienced two chikungunya epidemics (2014, 2015) and one Zika epidemic (2016).\textsuperscript{3,14-16} We also evaluated household members 0-87 years old from our Household Influenza Cohort Study (HICS) who experienced the first wave (2020) of the COVID-19 epidemic. We use epidemic-specific datasets from both prospective cohort studies to explore the fine-scale spatial consequences of using standard, incidence-based approaches to characterize these epidemics versus a more comprehensive approach that also measures infection and disease risks.
RESULTS

Participant characteristics

We refer to the first chikungunya epidemic as ChikE1, the second as ChikE2, the Zika epidemic as ZikaE, and the COVID-19 epidemic as CovidE. Our study assessed infection and disease outcomes for 4,884 distinct individuals, including 3,693 unique PDCS participants across ChikE1, ChikE2, and ZikaE. Approximately 3,000 PDCS participants were analyzed for each chikungunya and Zika epidemic (Table 1). Of the 1,793 HICS participants, 602 children were also enrolled in the PDCS, and 1,192 mostly adult participants were only enrolled in the HICS. From 2014-2016, the PDCS population experienced ChikE1, ChikE2, and ZikaE during Managua’s rainy period of June to November (Fig. S2); these months are generally marked by an abundance of mosquitoes in the study area. Unlike the mosquito-borne epidemics, CovidE peaked from March to August in 2020.

In the PDCS population, the distribution of age and sex was constant across ChikE1, ChikE2, and ZikaE (Table S1). While all PDCS participants are pediatric, the age structure of the HICS is representative of Managua’s general population. Approximately 50% of PDCS participants were female in each epidemic. In the HICS, there was an over-enrollment of adult females relative to adult males.

Infection, disease, and case-based incidence measures

We first examined summary statistics of the four epidemics. In the PDCS, ChikE1 exhibited the lowest infection risk (6.4%) while ZikaE had the highest infection risk (47.1%) (Table 1). The first wave of the COVID-19 epidemic in the HICS exhibited the highest infection risk of all four epidemics (57.5%). However, CovidE featured the lowest disease risk (28.9%) as it had the largest proportion of subclinical infections, whereas ChikE2 had the highest disease risk (58.7%). Despite substantial differences in infection and disease risks across ChikE2, ZikaE, and CovidE, all three epidemics had similar case-based incidence rates. Moreover, the incidence rate underestimated both infection and disease risks across epidemics, often considerably, since it has the smallest numerator and the largest denominator (Tables 1, S2).
Table 1. Summary and descriptive statistics of infection and disease outcomes across four epidemics in the PDCS and HICS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>First chikungunya epidemic (ChikE1)</th>
<th>Second chikungunya epidemic (ChikE2)</th>
<th>Zika epidemic (ZikaE)</th>
<th>COVID-19 epidemic (CovidE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant age range</td>
<td>2-14</td>
<td>2-14</td>
<td>2-14</td>
<td>0-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary transmission pathway</td>
<td>Aedes mosquitoes</td>
<td>Aedes mosquitoes</td>
<td>Aedes mosquitoes</td>
<td>Respiratory droplets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number at risk of infection</td>
<td>3,124</td>
<td>2,864</td>
<td>3,017</td>
<td>1,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of infections</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>1,416</td>
<td>1,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of infection (95% CI)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.4% (5.5%, 7.4%)</td>
<td>24.8% (23.2%, 26.6%)</td>
<td>47.1% (45.1%, 49.1%)</td>
<td>57.5% (54.1%, 60.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of disease (95% CI)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>45.6% (38.6%, 52.6%)</td>
<td>58.7% (54.9%, 62.4%)</td>
<td>35.4% (32.8%, 38.1%)</td>
<td>28.9% (25.5%, 32.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence rate (95% CI)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.9% (2.3%, 3.6%)</td>
<td>14.5% (13.2%, 16.0%)</td>
<td>16.6% (15.2%, 18.1%)</td>
<td>17.1% (14.8%, 19.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA-based ICC for intra-household correlation of infection risk (95% CI)<sup>2</sup>

| | First chikungunya epidemic (ChikE1) | Second chikungunya epidemic (ChikE2) | Zika epidemic (ZikaE) | COVID-19 epidemic (CovidE) |
| | 0.22 (0.17, 0.28)                  | 0.21 (0.16, 0.27)                    | 0.22 (0.17, 0.27)     | 0.30 (0.25, 0.35)          |

ANOVA-based ICC for intra-household correlation of disease risk (95% CI)<sup>2</sup>

| | First chikungunya epidemic (ChikE1) | Second chikungunya epidemic (ChikE2) | Zika epidemic (ZikaE) | COVID-19 epidemic (CovidE) |
| | 0.14 (0.00, 0.51)                  | 0.26 (0.09, 0.42)                    | 0.28 (0.18, 0.37)     | 0.21 (0.15, 0.28)          |

<sup>1</sup>GEE model estimates.<br><sup>2</sup>Table S7 contains additional information.

Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variable; CI, confidence interval; GEE, generalized estimating equations; HICS, Household Influenza Cohort Study; ICC, intracluster correlation coefficient; PDCS, Pediatric Dengue Cohort Study
We then assessed the effect of sex and age, key demographic variables, on summary statistics. Sex differences for infection and disease risks, even when statistically significant, tended to be small, as when females had an infection risk 6% higher than males during ZikaE (Table S1, Fig. S3-S4). Similarly, accounting for the over-enrollment of adult females in the HICS had little effect (~1%) on overall estimates (Fig. S5-S6). However, there were surprisingly strong age trends for all epidemics. Infection risk increased linearly across pediatric age for all epidemics, especially during ChikE2 and ZikaE (Fig. S7). In contrast, SARS-CoV-2 infection risk was >50% across most ages and stable at ~62% throughout adulthood.

Disease risk increased with age during all epidemics except ZikaE (Fig. S8), reflecting the established cross-protective effect of anti-DENV antibodies on Zika occurrence (Fig. S9). Unlike the relatively stability of infection risk across age during CovidE, disease risk for COVID-19 increased dramatically throughout childhood and early adulthood. COVID-19 incidence was low across age, particularly during childhood (Fig. S10). That the age trend for COVID-19 incidence reflected age-based changes in disease risk much more than infection risk was an insight not apparent from case data alone.

Spatial mapping of infection, disease, and incidence

Next, we mapped the infection risk, disease risk, and case-only incidence rate across our study area to characterize spatial trends. For all epidemics, infection risk varied at small spatial scales (Fig. 1A-D), suggesting the local environment was an important determinant of infection risk. During ChikE1, ChikE2, and ZikaE, infection risk was elevated in western neighborhoods of the study area adjacent to a large cemetery known to be heavily infested with Aedes mosquitoes. Only after adjusting for distance to the cemetery did the spatial patterns of infection risk for these mosquito-vectored epidemics change appreciably (Figs. S11-S16). Conversely, SARS-CoV-2 infection risk was high in eastern neighborhoods that contain large parks and tourist attractions (Fig. 1D, S17-S18), implying that SARS-CoV-2 infections were differently spatially mediated than CHIKV and ZIKV.
Maps of the infection risk, disease risk, case-based incidence rate, and bias. The infection risk (A-D), disease risk (E-H), and incidence rate (I-L) across four epidemics are shown in one color palette. The difference between infection risk and the incidence rate (bias induced by interpreting the incidence rate as the infection risk) (M-P) and the corresponding bias for the disease risk (Q-T) are shown in another color palette. Maps were generated from generalized additive mixed models. A white triangle indicates the study health center. Neighborhoods are outlined in gray.
Across all epidemics, disease risk also varied at small spatial scales (Fig. 1E-H). After adjusting for variables plausibly related to disease occurrence (Figs S19-26), spatial patterns of disease risk remained non-uniform and distinct from spatial patterns of infection risk, demonstrating that areas of high infection risk did not always have commensurate levels of disease risk.

As the case-based incidence rate is the product of two risks (Eq. 1) with different spatial patterns (Fig. 1A-H), incidence rate maps (Fig. 1I-L) – the most common maps of health outcomes found in the literature – underestimated risk-based maps and did not recapitulate spatial patterns of disease or infection risk. Large and spatially non-uniform differences were observed between incidence-based and risk-based maps across all epidemics (Fig. 1M-T), demonstrating that high levels of spatially heterogenous bias often occur when risk is inferred from case-only incidence maps.

**Cluster detection**

In the context of epidemics, clusters of high disease incidence are often treated as areas with elevated infection risk, and public resources are often directed to interventions in such areas. We used standard hierarchical and the newer Gini cluster detection methods to identify significant clusters of infection risk, disease risk, and case incidence (Fig. 2, Table S3). For each epidemic, we identified clusters of high and low infection risk. Clusters of elevated infection risk for the larger mosquito-borne epidemics, ChikE2 and ZikaE, encompassed the cemetery and western study neighborhoods adjacent to it. Large clusters of diminished infection risk were observed in ChikE1, ChikE2, and ZikaE. These clusters highlighted areas with excess uninfected persons who remain susceptible to future infection and thus areas where infection-reducing interventions will be most needed. Such clusters are only identifiable after ascertaining the infection status of samples representative of the total population, not just the cases. CovidE featured small clusters of both elevated and diminished infection risk. In general, clusters of infection risk were often in different locations and of different sizes than clusters of disease risk, demonstrating that infection and disease risk cluster differently in space. Indeed, we detected no disease risk clusters during the chikungunya epidemics despite finding large clusters of infection risk.
Cluster detection analyses of the infection risk, disease risk, and case-based incidence rate. Clusters of infection risk (A-D), disease risk (E-H), and the incidence rate (I-L) across four epidemics are shown. Panels depict the results of Kulldorff’s spatial scan statistic conducted in SaTScan. Hotspots are shown in pink; coldspots are shown in blue. Hierarchical clusters are shown in dark colors; Gini clusters are shown in light colors. Cluster centers are numerically labeled. Table S3 contains additional information for this analysis. Arrows show the kind of risk clusters that incidence clusters resemble. A white triangle indicates the study health center. Neighborhoods are outlined in gray.

Surprisingly, standard incidence clusters – which identify areas of elevated or diminished case counts among the overall population – sometimes missed risk-based hierarchical and Gini clusters, even when risk-based clusters were quite large (Fig. 2). Moreover, incidence clusters failed to display a general pattern across epidemics, variably identifying areas of either infection or disease risk independent of epidemic size, transmission pathway, or causative virus. Thus, the type of risk captured by incidence clusters varied from
epidemic to epidemic in an unpredictable manner. This observation would not be apparent without jointly analyzing multiple epidemics.

**Geostatistical models**

We next conducted geostatistical multivariable modeling to identify factors associated with infection and disease outcomes (Tables S4-S6). Surprisingly, analyses that did and did not account for spatial and household clustering yielded very similar results for all epidemics, suggesting that participants’ infection and disease outcomes were weakly correlated within homes and over large distances. Directly measuring intra-household clustering of infection and disease outcomes with three statistical approaches likewise identified weak correlations across epidemics (Tables 1, S7). We also observed that infection risk did not scale with household size (Fig. S27). Together, the data demonstrated that our participants’ infection outcomes were less clustered by household than is typically assumed. Explicitly plotting the correlation of infection outcomes across space (Fig. S28) showed that they were spatially correlated across short distances (<200m) for all epidemics, reinforcing earlier findings (Fig. 1) that infection risk was moderated by the local spatial environment. As before, these insights would be impossible without infection data.

Geostatistical modeling (Tables S5-6) revealed that distance to the cemetery was significantly associated with ZIKV infection such that the odds of ZIKV infection among participants living 1 km from the cemetery were 0.63 (95% CI: 0.55, 0.73) times that of participants living next to the cemetery, conditional on age, sex, and indoor water availability; a similar 1-km odds ratio was observed during ChikE2. In all geostatistical models, age was significantly associated with increasing infection risk, as in bivariate analyses (Fig. S7).

Using geostatistical models, we did not identify variables that were consistently related to disease risk across epidemics (Table S6). Rather, model results were epidemic-specific, as when prior DENV infection was negatively associated with disease risk during ZikaE after accounting for age and sex. Age was positively associated with disease risk during ChikE1 and CovidE after accounting for sex. We did not
conduct multivariable modeling of case incidence, as such models erroneously assume uninfected persons are at risk for disease, biasing results (appendix page 18).

**Spatiotemporal modeling of epidemic dynamics**

Spatiotemporal analyses depict epidemic progression across time and space. By harnessing Eq. 1, we estimated the spatiotemporal dynamics of infection risk (Fig. 3A-D, S29-S32), which were substantially underestimated by the less nuanced but standard spatiotemporal dynamics of case incidence (Fig. 3E-H, S33-S36). ChikE1 was primarily characterized by moderate infection risk in southeastern neighborhoods during September-October 2014, with elevated infection risk in western, cemetery-adjacent neighborhoods from December 2014 to January 2015. ChikE1 subsided shortly afterward. For both ChikE2 and ZikaE, infection risk was high in cemetery-adjacent neighborhoods for the first three epidemic months before the focus of infection risk shifted to northern neighborhoods and concluded thereafter.

CovidE exhibited different spatiotemporal dynamics than ChikE1, ChikE2, and ZikaE. Large swaths of the study area had elevated SARS-CoV-2 infection risk during April 2020, particularly in northern and southern neighborhoods. These neighborhoods, along with eastern ones, exhibited very high infection risk during May-June 2020. When CovidE was diminishing in July 2020, elevated infection risk was still observed in northern and southern neighborhoods. In contrast to the dynamics of the mosquito-borne epidemics and as expected, cemetery-adjacent neighborhoods on the western edge of our study site were never the focal point of CovidE. Because CovidE featured the lowest disease risk (Table 1), its infection dynamics differed most from its incidence dynamics, underscoring the substantial and spatially heterogeneous bias arising from common misinterpretations of case-based mapping.
Spatiotemporal dynamics across four epidemics in our study area. Model predictions of the infection risk (A-D) and incidence rate (E-H) are reported per-month and per-1,000 population. Figures S28-S35 contain additional information for this analysis. The PDCS epidemics are shown in a different color palette than CovidE given the different age structure, and hence infection risk, across cohort studies. A white triangle indicates the study health center. Neighborhoods are outlined in gray.
Across multiple analyses and four epidemics of three different viruses, we showed that traditional case-only spatial approaches, which focus on the incidence rate, considerably underestimated the risks of infection and disease, broadly impacting how epidemics were characterized. In particular, we demonstrated that case-based spatial analyses were insufficient to recover the magnitude and spatial pattern of infection risk, which conveys the extent of pathogen transmission and the spatial landscape of natural immunity. We also showed that without infection data, the case-based incidence rate offered only a limited understanding of all epidemics. For example, ChikE, ZikaE, and CovidE appear similar based on their comparable incidence rates. However, this resemblance reflects very different infection and disease risks, belying large differences in population-level immunity and obscuring complex, epidemic-specific spatial patterns of infection and disease risk that are critical for the appropriate design of effective interventions. Importantly, we conducted our analyses in a population where it was possible to measure infection and disease outcomes reliably for all participants, showing that even in settings with ideal case ascertainment and serological testing strategies, substantial biases occurred when the case-based incidence rate was the sole summary measure for an epidemic. Such biases would be exacerbated in more typical settings with limited surveillance and laboratory-testing capacity, including instances when only a sample of cases are available for analysis.

ZikaE and CovidE exhibited remarkably high infection risks for their epidemic timescales, which only lasted 3-4 months at their peak. In particular, the SARS-CoV-2 infection risk in the HICS (57.5%) was higher than ZIKV infection risk in Managua’s general population (45.8%), as previously reported. Our study population also experienced a higher SARS-CoV-2 infection risk than in Léon (33.8%), Nicaragua’s second largest city, after its first COVID-19 wave. The more urban, more densely populated setting in Managua may have contributed to more explosive SARS-CoV-2 transmission, and hence more population-level immunity to SARS-CoV-2, than in Léon.
The association between socioeconomic status (SES) and infection risk has differed across epidemics and pathogens. While we did not assess whether SES was associated with infection in our study, previous seroprevalence studies of ZIKV in Managua\cite{16} and SARS-CoV-2 in Léon\cite{19} found no such association. The pediatric nature of the PDCS precludes assessments of spatial trends for Managua’s general population. However, a previous analysis compared the ZIKV infection risk for children and adults in Managua;\cite{16} although ZIKV infection risk was higher among adults than children, reflecting the strong age-based patterns we identify here, spatial trends were comparable between the two groups. It is therefore likely that analyses of Managua’s general population during ChikE1, ChikE2, and ZikaE would reveal similar spatial trends, but with elevated magnitude, as those identified in the PDCS.

Contrary to the assumption that disease risk is spatially constant,\cite{20} we observed that disease risk varied spatially. Thus, the incidence rate at a given location was influenced by two spatially varying risks (infection and disease). This may explain why the incidence clusters unpredictably resembled only one type of risk cluster for each epidemic, and why seroprevalence and cluster analyses have seemed to diverge in areas with large COVID-19 epidemics.\cite{21} By identifying clusters of low infection risk, which contain many uninfected persons, cluster detection analyses can reveal areas where policy interventions will be most needed to prevent many infections in subsequent epidemics. The inability of case-based incidence clusters to consistently mirror clusters of infection risks implies that policy decisions based on case-based incidence clusters may misdirect limited public resources available for epidemic response.

Across epidemics, we found little evidence that infections were clustered within households in our study area. Although lacking entomological survey data, our epidemiological analyses indirectly suggest that viral transmission rarely occurred within study households. This conclusion is directly supported by a separate, full-length sequencing analysis of ZIKV genomes in our study population (O. Sessions, personal communication, July 2021), which found that many households had Zika cases whose most recently sampled ancestors lived in different households. Together, the evidence suggests that non-household transmission plays an important role in the epidemic dynamics of our study setting. To decrease epidemic
potential for mosquito-driven epidemics, better management of mosquito habitats, particularly cemeteries, which are prolific mosquitoes breeding grounds,\textsuperscript{16,22} is essential. The spread of SARS-CoV-2 in future epidemic waves may be reduced by limiting access to highly visited locales such as recreational areas and tourist attractions.

The case-based incidence rate captures the risk of disease when all individuals are susceptible to an outcome (e.g., cardiovascular disease, death). However, for pathogens that cause subclinical infections, maps of the incidence rate only convey where disease occurred, not the spatial risk of infection or disease. Consequently, even with perfect case ascertainment, the incidence rate’s underestimation of true risk weakens the rationale to enact strong enough policy measures to control epidemics. As the case-based incidence rate is frequently misinterpreted as a measure of infection and/or disease risk for pathogens of high human concern that cause many subclinical infections (including malaria-causing \textit{Plasmodium}; \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis}; and many pathogens transmitted by sex, air, vectors, and soil), our findings concerning the limitations of case-based spatial studies likely generalize widely and impact many diseases of global health importance that disproportionately affect neglected populations.

Measuring a population’s infection status (not just that of suspected cases) has many benefits, the most obvious being to guide interventions to areas of high transmission. As another example, due to antibody-dependent enhancement, prior infection with DENV or ZIKV can lead to severe and life-threatening dengue upon a subsequent DENV infection under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{18,23} Given widespread ZIKV immunity across Latin America and the high prevalence of DENV across the tropics and subtropics, knowing where ZIKV and DENV seroprevalence is high can highlight where episodes of severe dengue are likely to occur and burden medical facilities. For SARS-CoV-2, knowledge of areas with a high proportion of uninfected individuals is critical for public health measures, both to prioritize vaccine rollout, particularly in settings where vaccine availability is severely limited, and to inform the need for other interventions. Others have shown how to combine regional serosurvey data with real-time hospitalization data to estimate infection risk for SARS-CoV-2 in near real-time at larger spatial scales.\textsuperscript{24} As epidemic management necessitates
evaluating the risks of infection and disease across space, we argue for the expanded use of serosurveillance to overcome the inherit limitations of case-based spatial approaches.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Ethical statement**

The PDCS was approved by Institutional Review Boards of the University of California, Berkeley, the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and the Nicaraguan Ministry of Health. The HICS was approved by the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor and the Nicaraguan Ministry of Health. Participants’ parents or legal guardians provided written informed consent. Subjects six years and older provided verbal assent.

**Study design and eligibility criteria**

The PDCS is an open, population-based, prospective cohort of children initiated in 2004 to study dengue virus (DENV) and later expanded to include CHIKV and ZIKV. We assessed ~3,000 PDCS participants 2-14 years old who experienced two chikungunya epidemics (2014, 2015) and one Zika epidemic (2016).\(^3,5,15,16\) The HICS is an open, population-based, prospective cohort of households that began studying influenza virus and other respiratory pathogens, including coronaviruses, in 2017. We evaluated 1,793 HICS participants 0-87 years old who experienced the first wave (2020) of the COVID-19 epidemic. While all PDCS participants are pediatric, the age structure of the HICS is representative of Managua’s general population.

Both cohort studies share the same study site (Fig. S1) in Managua. During the studies’ annual sampling in March/April, participants provide blood samples to ascertain infection status during the prior year. A mid-year sampling was instituted in the HICS in October/November 2020 to measure SARS-CoV-2 infections after the first COVID-19 wave but before the second. Both studies provide participants with primary care, and participants agree to visit the study health center at the first indication of any illness.
Analysis of each epidemic was restricted to participants who lived within the catchment area of the study health center, were enrolled before the start of the epidemic, and were at risk for incident infection. See appendix (pages 5-7) for additional study design information.

**Laboratory methods**

Upon collection, annual blood samples were immediately transported to the Nicaraguan National Virology Laboratory of the Ministry of Health for processing and storage at -80°C. Paired annual samples (2014-2015 and 2015-2016) demonstrating seroconversion by CHIKV Inhibition ELISA indicated CHIKV infection. ZIKV infection status was confirmed by the 2017 result of the ZIKV NS1 blockade-of-binding assay on paired 2017-2018 annual samples. SARS-CoV-2 infection status was confirmed by the “Mount Sinai ELISA” protocol, primarily on 2020 midyear samples. Participants with laboratory-confirmed infections who did not seek medical care were categorized as having had inapparent infections. Acute and convalescent samples from participants suspected of chikungunya, Zika, or COVID-19 were tested using molecular, virological, and serological assays. See appendix (pages 7-8) for additional information on laboratory methods.

**Statistical analyses**

We characterized the four epidemics non-spatially, spatially, and spatiotemporally by assessing the infection risk, disease risk, and traditional case-based incidence rate. All statistical tests were two-tailed. Overall values for these three measures were estimated using intercept-only logistic models. Predicted values across the study area were estimated with generalized additive models using two-dimensional splines on households’ longitude and latitude. The intracluster correlation coefficient was used to measure the intra-household correlation of infection and disease outcomes. We used SaTScan v9.4.4 to identify hierarchical and the newer Gini clusters of infection risk, disease risk, and case incidence. Hierarchical clusters identify the most statistically likely clusters and Gini clusters maximize outcome rates. Geostatistical mixed models were used to evaluate the association of risk factors with infection and disease outcomes. Infection dynamics were estimated by treating cases as a spatiotemporal Poisson point
process arising from the overall population and then accounting for the spatial distribution of the disease risk, assumed to be time-invariant. Participants were geolocated to their households’ location. Initially uninfected participants were considered at risk for infection and infected participants were considered at risk for disease. Analyses used the EPSG:4326 coordinate reference system and were performed in R v3.6.2. See appendix (pages 9-17) for additional information on statistical methods.

Data availability: Individual-level data may be shared with outside investigators following UC Berkeley and UM Ann Arbor IRB approval. Data has been deposited in a HIPAA-compliant Dropbox account hosted by the University of Michigan and will be available by request, as is required by the IRB-approved protocols for the PDCS and the HICS. Please contact the UC Berkeley Center for the Protection of Human Subjects (ophs@berkeley.edu), Eva Harris (eharris@berkeley.edu), the University of Michigan Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences IRB (irbhsbs@umich.edu), and Aubree Gordon (gordonal@umich.edu) to arrange for data access. Databases without names and other identifiable information were used for all analyses. Collaborating research groups and institutions will be sent coded data with all personal identifiers unlinked as well as data dictionaries and the accompanying R code.
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